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Project Objective: 
 The overall objective of this project was the development of a dosimetry system 
that provides the direct measurement of organ doses in real-time with a sensitivity that 
makes it an effective tool for applications in a wide variety of health physics applications.   
The system included the development of a real-time readout system for fiber optic 
coupled (FOC) dosimeters that is integrated with a state-of-the-art anthropomorphic 
phantom to provide instantaneous measures of organ doses throughout the phantom.  The 
small size of the FOC detectors and optical fibers allow the sensitive volume of the 
detector to be located at organ centroids (or multiple locations distributed through the 
organ) within a tissue equivalent, anthropomorphic phantom without perturbing the tissue 
equivalent features of the phantom.  The developed phantom/dosimetry system can be 
used in any environment where personnel may be exposed to gamma or x-ray radiations 
to provide the most accurate determinations of organ and effective doses possible to date.
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Background: 
 The project entitled “OSL Based Anthropomorphic Phantom and Real-Time 
Organ Dosimetry” was initiated in July 2005.  This report summarizes the technical 
achievements of the project over the project period which extended from 2005 to 2008.   
The project produced an anthropomorphic phantom-based dosimetry system that permits 
specific organ doses to be monitored in real-time.  The project had the following specific 
tasks; 
   
1.  Demonstrate and characterize the response of OSL dosimeter elements that are 
optically coupled to a remote reader.   
 
2.  Develop a multi-channel system that permits an array of fiber optic coupled 
dosimeters to be read remotely.   
 
3.  Construct a physical anthropomorphic phantom utilizing state-of-the-art tissue 
equivalent simulants based on voxelized tomographic data of an adult male.  
 
4.  Integrate the optically coupled OSL dosimeter array with the anthropomorphic 
phantom to provide a dosimetry phantom system that provides accurate and direct  
measures of organ doses.  
 
5.  Demonstrate and characterize the range of capabilities of the dosimetry phantom 
system for providing organ doses and effective dose in simulated exposure scenarios 
spanning the range from low-level to high-level personnel exposures. 
 
Each of these goals has been achieved over the course of the project and the 
accomplishments are described in more detail throughout the remainder of this report.  
The final product of the research grant provides a proof-of-concept prototype phantom 
and dosimetry system that permits the direct measurement of organ dose for numerous 
health physics applications.  A tool permitting the direct evaluation of organ doses, and 
consequently, effective dose, is central to the tenants of health physics operations, yet has 
previously been unavailable.  This project demonstrates a unique scheme for 
unambiguously and accurately measuring the effective dose.  The concepts demonstrated 
through this project set the standards for future dosimetry evaluations, and are readily 
able to accommodate changes in recommended values of the tissue weighting factors, can 
be readily extended to other segments of the population, and may be ultimately be 
tailored to individual dosimetry requirements. 
 
 



Project Accomplishments: 
  
Task 1:  Investigation and characterization of dosimeter and optical fibers 
 Over the course of the project several dosimeter elements were investigated.  
Each of the sensitive elements investigated was coupled to an optical fiber that permitted 
the remote read-out and monitoring of radiation detected by the sensitive element.  These 
elements included materials that could be classified as, high Z (i.e. high atomic number), 
mid Z, and low Z, based on the constituent materials of the scintillating element.  Each 
sensitive element provided good performance, while also demonstrating associated 
advantages and disadvantages for certain applications.  Similarly, all of the sensitive 
elements examined permitted real-time monitoring of radiation exposures and a small 
size, permitting high spatial resolution as desired.   
 The initial candidate dosimeter element was based on copper doped quartz and 
was characterized across a wide range of x-ray energies.  In collaboration with 
investigators at the Naval Research Lab (NRL) who have originally identified the 
potential of these materials we tested a set of individual dosimeters to characterize their 
sensitivity, reproducibility, and energy response.  Fiber Optic Coupled (FOC) dosimeters 
based on a Cu-doped silica fiber element offer significant advantages over many other 
dosimeters.  The FOC dosimeters do not require an external optical stimulation as they 
produce a prompt emission, and appear to have an essentially unlimited life, they 
demonstrate a very uniform angular dependence, and much improved reproducibility 
when compared to measurements made using MOSFET dosimeters.   

We investigated the characteristics of several prototype CuO dosimeters. The data 
illustrated below is based on a dosimeter element less than 1-mm in diameter and 
approximately 4-mm in length.  Fig. 1 illustrates the observed energy dependence of the 
FOC dosimeters across the energy range of interest for diagnostic x-ray’s including 
fluoroscopy and CT.  The plot shows that there is some variation in energy response 
across the energy range of interest for this study, but that it is linear and well behaved 
which permits energy corrections to be easily incorporated for these dosimeters.  Of even 
greater importance is the requirement that a dosimeter provide an output that is linear 
with absorbed dose.  Fig. 2 demonstrates that the dosimeter output scales linearly with the 
x-ray system’s integral tube current (mAs), which is linear with exposure.  Additional 
measurements made with these dosimeters included measurements down to 20 kVp 
(mammography applications) with other x-ray target materials and angular dependence at 
all of these energies.  The FOC dosimeters provide a linear output across all of these 
energies, exhibit no statistically discernible axial angular dependence and provide a 
measurement reproducibility of less than 2% which is very impressive given the small 
sensitive volume of the dosimeters.  The ensemble of these characteristics demonstrate 
that the FOC dosimeters exhibit very desirable properties for the measurement of x-ray 
and γ-ray doses.  The ability to interface the Cu-doped silica elements to optical fiber 
lengths of up to 20 m make them very attractive candidates for further development as a 
real-time dosimeter array for the sensitive measurement of organ doses in our phantom 
series.   
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Figure 1.  Energy response of the CuO dosimeter across the diagnostic x-ray 
energy range.   
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Fig. 2.  Linear output of the CuO dosimeters with x-ray tube milliampere- seconds. 

 
A second FOC dosimeter element based on  a gadolinium oxy-sulfate scintillation 
phosphor that provided enhanced sensitivity and time response was also fabricated and 
investigated.  The extremely small active dosimeter volume (400μm thick, 400μm 
diameter) of this element permits it to respond well as a point dosimeter, illustrated in 
Figure 3.  Gadolinium Oxy-Sulfate has an advantage over other commonly used rare-
earth screens in its x-ray absorption efficiency above the mammographic energy range.  
The optically coupled dosimeter element consequently demonstrated excellent sensitivity, 
reproducibility, and dose linearity.  It’s small sensitive volume and physical size permit 
remote, real-time, accurate point-dose measurements.  The conversion of the x-ray 
photons of high energy to a large number of light photons of low energy is due 
predominantly to x-ray absorption via the photoelectric effect in the high Z components 
of the phosphor.  The scintillating element is optically coupled to 400-micron UV/VIS 
fiber element to a Hamamatsu photon counting head which provides a digital output.  The 
detection system is interfaced to a laptop PC that provides a highly portable system for 
controlling data collection and recording using custom software.   

The fiber optic coupled dosimeters have been characterized over a range of 
photon energies and intentisities.  Figure 4 illustrates the x-ray energy dependence of the 
GOS dosimeter element across a range of x-ray spectra and figure 5 illustrates the GOS 
dosimeter element’s output response with exposure demonstrating a very linear response 



with exposure and x-ray tube current (mAs) i.e. linearity.  The system also permits real-
time measurements of radiation doses over a wide variety of time scales which has 
proven useful insights into the time-dependent dose delivery of a variety of sources.  We 
have demonstrated accurate dose measurements for acquisition times integrated over 
intervals as short as 10 ms and as long as several hours, all of which appear to be time 
invariant.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.  Illustration of the size and geometry of an individual GOS FOC dosimeter. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.  Energy response of the GOS dosimeter element across the diagnostic energy range 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.  Linear output of the GOS dosimeter element with x-ray tube current – time product



 
 Figure 6 illustrates time-resolved dose delivery associated with point doses at the 
center of a cylindrical phantom for several different acquisition parameters of a multi-
detector CT system using the GOS dosimeter in real-time mode.  It shows how subtle 
changes in acquisition parameters can influence specific organ dose measurements.  The 
types of studies are extended to applications where the dosimetry system is integrated 
with the anthropomorphic phantoms under the Task discussions associated with Tasks 4 
and 5.     
 

 
  
Figure 6.    A series of point dose profiles delivered over the course of a CT scan, as several scan 
parameters are varied.   

 
 



   
 
A third dosimeter element extended studies to include water-equivalent plastic scintillator 
based FOC dosimeters. Plastic scintillation material was chosen as the sensitive element 
of the FOC dosimeter in this study for two primary reasons:  an adequate light output to 
maintain a high signal-to-noise ratio and a water-equivalent effective-Z. The water-
equivalent effective-Z mimics the radiation interaction properties of soft tissue, 
eliminating the over-response to low energy photons and producing an energy 
dependence that allows for easy and effective calibration.  The sensitive element of the 
FOC dosimeter consists of a water-equivalent plastic scintillator (BCF-12, Saint-Gobain 
Crystals, Nemours, France) in the shape of a cylinder with a diameter of 500 µm and a 
length of 2 mm. To transmit the scintillation photons from the sensitive element to a 
photomultiplier tube (PMT), the scintillator was mechanically coupled to an unjacketed 
optical fiber (400-UV, Ocean Optics Inc., Dunedin, FL) with a diameter of 400 µm and a 
length of 2 m using a short piece (~1 cm) of heat shrink tubing.  To maximize the number 
of scintillation photons reaching the PMT, the coupled end of both the scintillator and 
optical fiber were polished with progressively finer lapping films (12, 3, and 1 µm).  The 
uncoupled end of the scintillator was similarly polished and then coated with a reflective 
paint (EJ-510, Eljen Technology, Sweetwater, TX) in order to prevent the escape of 
scintillation photons, effectively increasing the output of the sensitive element.  At the 
opposite end of the optical fiber, a female SMA 905 connecter (SMA-490, Ocean Optics 
Inc., Dunedin, FL) was installed to enable the FOC dosimeter to be connected with a 
PMT.  Lastly, the entire FOC dosimeter was wrapped in opaque heat shrink tubing to 
restrict ambient light and add strength to the assembly. 
 

 
Figure 7. Energy response of the plastic FOC dosimeter element across the diagnostic energy range 
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Figure 8.  Linear output of the plastic FOC dosimeter element with x-ray tube current – time product 

 
 Figure 7 plots the sensitivity of the plastic scintillator FOC dosimeter, in 
counts/mGy, as a function of tube potential.  As can be seen, the energy response is fairly 
linear and the sensitivity of the FOC dosimeter increases an average of 6.8%/10 kVp 
across the energy range shown.  Figure 8 plots the response of the plastic scintillator FOC 
dosimeter, in counts, as a function of air kerma, in mGy.  Error bars are not shown 
because they were too small to be displayed.  A linear trend line was fitted to the data and 
the correlation coefficient was found to be 1.00.  This result demonstrates that the platic 
FOC dosimeter has a very linear response over the exposure range of interest in 
diagnostic radiology.   Each of the dosimeter elements evaluated provided sensitive 
responses, excellent linearity.  Each also exhibits some energy dependence, with the 
plastic scintillator and Copper doped silica most closely mimicing the energy response of 
soft tissue.  We continue to explore utilizing  combinations of the dosimeters to provide 
an true energy independent dosimetry system with the capability of built-in energy 
corrections and high sensitivity.   
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Task 2:  Development of a multi-channel fiber optic coupled dosimeter array 
 Throughout the project period we explored several strategies for developing a 
multi-channel array that provides high temporal resolution of data acquired 
simultaneously for several dosimeters.  We have ultimately developed and demonstrated 
a system that provides excellent time resolution (10 msec per point) for an array of 
dosimeters read in parallel.  The system is readily expandable to an increased number of  
dosimeters.  The financial limitations of the project limited the capability to demonstrate 
a 20 element dosimeter array, but the system is configured to include all components for 
expansion.  Purchase of additional PMT detectors would permit the system to be nearly 
instantly expanded.   

Two alternative approaches to create the detector array were investigated over the 
course of the project but were found to be inadequate for  a variety of reasons.  The first 
approach utilized a CCD array to monitor each dosimeter, but this showed limited 
sensitivity when compared to the single fiber/photon counting head combination.  The 
read/cycle time was also rather long, approximately 200 msec per point, and was limited 
to reading each dosimeter in series.  The combination of these factors limited the CCD 
array to provide truly simultaneous measurements in multiple dosimeters for radiation 
sources that vary rapidly in time.   

A second approach examined the feasibility of incorporating a fiber optic 
multiplexer permitting up to 16 individual optically coupled fiber input channels that can 
measure dose from separate locations.  The multiplexer sequentially couples the response 
of each fiber, to the photomultiplier tube.  This method significantly improved sensitivity 
as well as switching times (approximately 150 milliseconds per channel).  The large 
number of detector element arrays desired, however, results in a complete cycle through 
all detector elements being a longer than desired process.   
 The final design selected utilizes a series of parallel PMT detectors, each coupled 
to an individual fiber dosimeter.  Each detector provides a serial output of PMT count-
rate which is integrated through a multi-port serial hub.  This is subsequently interfaced 
with a laptop PC to provide a portable system that is capable of buffering and storing all 
counts from each detector as they are simultaneously acquired.  A dedicated software 
system reads and writes the data, providing a user-friendly interface, and near real-time 
plots of detector output.  The graphical output on the screen is slightly delayed, by up to a 
few seconds when acquiring data at very short time intervals (10 msec) with multiple 
detectors because of the time required to buffer and write the large amounts of data 
streaming from multiple detectors, but all real-time data is collected and stored.  This 
system provides better than an order of magnitude improvement in collecting real-time 
data over the previous systems that were investigated.   The prototype portable dosimetry 
system is illustrated in Figure 9, and the user interface illustrating system control and data 
display is illustrated in Figure 10.   
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Figure 9. Five-channel dosimetry system 
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Figure 9.  The prototype dosimeter system configured for an array of 5 FOC dosimeters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10.   User interface for Laptop PC control of the FOC Dosimeter system.
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Task 3 Construction of a physical anthropomorphic phantom 
 This project resulted in the construction of a unique dosimetry phantom 
representing state-of-the-art in phantom design, materials, and anatomical detail.   The 
project lead to the development of a series of low-cost tissue equivalent materials that are 
easily prepared in the laboratory, and have been incorporated in several sophisticated 
anthropomorphic phantoms.  To date, this process has been used to create a series of 
three adult phantoms.  Three tissue-equivalent materials were developed for use in 
phantom construction: soft tissue-equivalent substitute (STES), lung tissue-equivalent 
substitute (LTES), and bone tissue-equivalent substitute (BTES).  BTES is based on an 
epoxy resin which forms a hard plastic while the STES and LTES are based on a new 
urethane mixture which forms a pliable compound.  This material was chosen in part for 
ease in phantom construction, improved phantom durability, and easier accommodation 
of real-time dosimeters. 
 Advantages of the UF phantoms compared to commercially available phantoms is 
that they utilize a 5 mm slice thickness, allowing a greater variety of choices for 
dosimeter placement when performing internal dose measurements and  the anatomy is 
precisely known with respect to the CT data set used to construct the phantom.  In 
addition, each physical phantom has a corresponding segmented computational phantom 
that was created using the same data set. This allows the physical phantom to serve as a 
direct comparison to the computational phantom for the experimental validation of Monte 
Carlo codes.  In turn, the computational phantom can be used to determine point-to-organ 
dose scaling factors, allowing the calculation of average organ doses from simple point 
organ dose measurements made in the physical phantom.   

The full-body data set includes over three-hundred axial slices; however, the lack 
of radiosensitive organs in the legs justified their exclusion from fabrication.  As such, 
each phantom includes approximately two-hundred axial slices, ranging from the crown 
of the head to mid-thigh.  All internal organs in the phantoms are modeled as soft tissue 
and therefore dosimeter placement for organ dose measurements is based solely on 
position of the segmented organs in the original data set.  To aid in dosimeter placement, 
organ locations have been transferred onto each slice from full-scale printouts of the 
original segmented data set. 

The developed tissue-equivalent materials were evaluated by measuring the 
material density and attenuation properties.  The attenuation coefficient of the STES was 
evaluated by measuring the attenuation coefficient from multiple thicknesses of material 
using a narrow beam geometry generated by clinical radiographic unit.  Additionally the 
Hounsfield Unit (HU) values were measured in the completed phantom using a Siemens 
Somatom Sensation 16-slice CT scanner operated at a tube voltage of 120 kVp and 
employing an mA modulated exposure control. 

The STES was empirically evaluated to have an attenuation coefficient of 0.302 
cm-1 at 80 kVp and a measured density of 1.04 g cm-3, both of which are in excellent 
agreement with their target values.   The average HU for the STES material was found to 
be 9.8, slightly less than the widely accepted range for human muscle (10-40 HU).  
However, the measured value is considered acceptable because STES represents a 
homogenized mixture of both muscle and adipose tissue, with the latter having a HU 
range of -50 to -100. The density of the LTES was measured to be 0.33 g cm-3, agreeing 
with the targeted lung density for full inspiration.  The average HU for the LTES material 
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is -678.4, consistent with widely accepted HU values for lung, which range from -500 to -
1000.  The BTES radiological performance was verified with an average HU for the 
BTES material of 622.  This result is consistent with widely accepted HU values of bone, 
which range from 400 to 1000. 

A complete set of templates for the construction of an anatomically accurate 
physical phantom were developed from segmentation of a full body CT data set.  These 
are based on an adult male closely matching the "Reference Man" used for the 
development of radiation dosimetry standards.  The phantom is constructed using the 
tissue equivalent substitutes previously described.  An advantage of using a polyurethane 
elastomer based soft tissue substitute is that it requires fewer modifying constituents than 
epoxy resin based tissue equivalents, and therefore better retains homogeneity.  It has 
mechanical flexibilities similar to real tissue and remains pliable.  It better accommodates 
insertion of FOC dosimeters, only requiring a slit to be cut into the material; this avoids 
any potential concerns about radiation streaming along machined dosimeter chanels.   
 The adult phantom construction process developed at the University of Florida is 
briefly outlined below and illustrated in Figure 11.  Each segmented image is converted 
into a bitmap image discriminating soft tissue from air, bone, and lung tissue.  Bitmaps 
are then imported into the VisionPro engraving software to create a tool path, and resized 
to the correct scale.  The machining system (Vision, Engraving and Routing Systems, 
Phoenix AZ) then mills a mold for each body slice into a high density foam blank.  The 
STES is poured into each mold and cured; the polyurethane elastomer based material 
readily releases from the mold.  A similar process is used to create lung inserts.  The 
BTES is then poured into the appropriate locations within each soft tissue slice.  Slices 
are aligned, stacked, and bonded into position, leaving those slices containing regions of 
dosimetric interest unbonded.  Precise organ locations are identified using the segmented 
CT data set.  The completed phantom is illustrated in the final frame of Figure 11.   

To date, three adult phantoms have been created using the methods and materials 
described developed during the course of this project.   The first phantom created, shown 
in Figure 12(a), was an adult male based on a segmented tomographic data set.  While the 
arms are not shown in the figure, they can easily be attached when the phantom is used 
for dosimetry measurements.  The next two phantoms created were based on 
computational adult hybrid phantoms developed at UF representing the 50th percentile 
adult male and female, as shown in Figures 12(b) and 12(c), respectively.  Figure 13 
shows a CT topogram of the adult tomographic phantom of Figure 12(a). 
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Figure 11. The steps in the phantom construction process: segmented CT slice (top left), soft tissue bitmap 
(top right), VisionPro engraving path (middle left), soft tissue mold (middle right), fully formed phantom 

slice, including lung tissue, soft tissue, and bone tissue substitute (bottom left), the assembled tomographic 
anthropomorphic phantom (bottom right). 
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Figure 12.  (a)  Phantom based on a segmented CT data set of an adult male.  (b)  Phantom based on a 
computational adult female tomographic data set.  (c)  Phantom based on a computational adult male 

tomographic data set. 
 
 

 
Figure 13.  A CT topogram of a tomographic physical phantom. 
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4.  Integration of FOC dosimeter array with the anthropomorphic phantom  
 The pliable materials utilized in construction of the anthropomorphic phantoms 
permit the straightforward integration of the FOC dosimeter array with the phantom to 
provide organ specific doses.  Small channels are cut into the tissue equivalent material, 
the dosimeter and the optical wave guide/fiber is inserted.   The pliable tissue equivalent 
material then conforms tightly around the dosimeter fiber to prevent any chance of 
radiation streaming to the sensitive element of the dosimeter.  Figure 14 illustrates 
dosimeter positioning within one abdominal slice using the adult phantom and the FOC 
dosimetry system. The individual slices are then assembled into the completed 
anthropomorphic phantom, prepared for the desired radiation exposures and dosimetry 
studies.       
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 14. Multiple FOC dosimeters placed within the liver location in the phantom (top left). A 
CT image of that same phantom slice (top right). The phantom torso with internal dosimeters 
(bottom left).  A scout image of the phantom torso (bottom right).  
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Task 5.  Demonstrate and characterize the dosimetry phantom system capabilities for 
providing organ doses and effective dose. 

The final task of this project is to demonstrate the ability of the integrated FOC 
dosimetry/anthropomorphic phantom system to measure organ doses.  Based on these 
measured values, effective doses or effective dose equivalents using variously weighted 
tissue weighting factors can be evaluated, (i.e. ICRP 103 vs ICRP 60 vs ICR 26…).    
Individual dosimeter positions have been specified for organ dose measurements.  The 
dosimeter positions are located in specific axial slices and for a particular location in that 
slice, corresponding to the centroid of the organ of interest.  The thorax/abdomen portion 
of the anthropomorphic phantom has also been radiographed and undergone CT scans to 
verify the soft tissue homogeneity and bony anatomy positions, in support of 
dosimeter/organ specification.  The 5 mm slice thickness of the individual axial slices has 
been found to permit quite accurate dosimeter location.   

 
Table 1.  Slice position of organs for organ dose measurements within the 

anthropomorphic phantom. 
Organ Slice Number Organ Slice Number
Brain 16 Pancreas 107

Pituitary 21 Gall Bladder 110
Eye 21 Kidney 110

Salivary Gland 42 Kidney 116
Thyroid 55 ULI 116
Trachea 62 Kidney 120

Esophagus 62 Small Intestine 120
Thymus 62 Small Intestine 130
Trachea 66 Small Intestine 140
Trachea 69 LLI 152
Cartilege 72 LLI 159

Lung 72 Bladder 159
Esophagus 72 LLI 165
Cartilege 80 Prostate 165

Lung 80 Testes 179
Heart 88 Red Bone Marrow
Lung 88 Skin

Cartilege 88 Extrathoracic (ET)
Esophagus 88 Lymphatic Nodes
Cartilege 96 Muscle

Liver 96 Oral Mucosa
Liver 104
Spleen 104

Stomach 104
Andrenal Glands 107

Liver 107  

 
 
A series of measurements have been performed using the integrated dosimetry system 
and Figure 15 illustrates representative point organ dose measurements for different 
locations in the right and left lungs and kidney, the liver, and the prostate for scan lengths 
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greater than 40 cm centered around the organ being measured (to ensure the inclusion of 
all scatter), from a CT examination at 120 kVp, 140 effective mAs (using Siemens 
CAREdose4D), with a pitch of 0.75, slice thickness of 5 mm, and acquired at 16 x 1.5 
mm. 

Point Dose Organ Measurements (mGy)

0 1 2 3 4 5
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Liver-104 pt2
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Kidney, L-110
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Kidney, L-115
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Kidney, L-122

Kidney, R-122

Prostate-165

6

 
Figure 15. point organ dose measurements for lungs, kidneys, the liver, and the prostate for scan 
lengths greater than 40 cm, at 120 kVp, 140 effective mAs (using Siemens CAREdose4D), with a 
pitch of 0.75, slice thickness of 5 mm, and acquired at 16 x 1.5 mm. 
 

 

 

 

  In addition to successfully integrating with the FOC dosimeter array that was 
developed in this project, the anthropomorphic phantoms have also been integrated with 
several traditional dosimeter and measurement systems.  These phantoms have also been 
fitted with thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) in order to demonstrate the ability to 
provide organ dose measurements using this established dosimetry system.  Again, the 
pliable nature of the tissue equivalent materials permits the easy integration of TLD 
chips.  Multiple TLDs were utilized to monitor a series of organ locations and an 
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anterior-posterior exposure from a 137Cs source was performed for two different exposure 
geometries.  As illustrated in Table 2, the TLD system may also be integrated with the 
anthropomorphic phantoms and provide detailed organ dose measurements for other 
exposure scenarios of interest.   

 
Table 2.  Organ doses measure at a variety of locations within the anthropomorphic 

phantom using TLDs. 
   Scenario 1 Scenario 2 
TLD 

Index Organ mrem mrem 
4 Brain 918.53 819.07 
24 Eye Lens 157.99 96.18 
39 Salivary Glands 186.29 191.62 
50 Thyroid 132.97 75.39 
10 Esophagus 79.45 23.10 

26/27 Lung 139.57 91.07 
5 Breast 126.56 63.71 
25 Liver 348.79 119.79 
2/3 Adrenal 61.22 12.32 

46/47 Stomach 118.46 47.97 
  Colon 114.72 53.24 

56 Uterus 64.53 8.78 
31 Ovaries 327.89 213.64 

54/55 Urinary bladder 77.90 24.43 
  Heart 263.68 44.42 
  Badge 337.94 87.50 

 

The anthropomorphic phantoms were also used to perform a series of 
measurements characterizing the response of external detectors to an internal lung source 
with both male and female anthropomorphic phantoms representing a 50th percentile 
adult. The experiments used 60Co and 137Cs sources individually placed at locations 
representing the centroid of each lung for both the male and female phantom.  The 
response of several GM and NaI detectors were subsequently compared to provide and in 
vivo calibration for these detectors (Figure 16).  The experimental results were used to 
validate Monte Carlo results obtained from UF’s computational medical physics group. 
This experiment was conducted at The Georgia Institute of Technology’s facilities as part 
of the research collaboration agreement.  
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Figure 16. Anterior thorax surface measurement with a) GM and b) NaI detectors 
 
 
Other Project Products: 
 
Throughout the course of this project, a number of educational and academic benefits 
were realized.  The project benefited both the undergraduate and graduate education and 
research program in health and medical physics, and nuclear engineering at the 
University of Florida’s Department of Nuclear and Radiological Engineering .  The 
project contributed to graduate education through the awarding of 2 M.Sc. degrees, 2 
completed PhD degrees, and 5 PhD degrees that are in the process of being completed.  
Five undergraduate students also participated on the project either as an independent 
research project, or as part of the University Scholar’s Program, and one high school 
student contributed to the project and placed in the State of Florida Science fair based 
upon his research performed as a part of this project.   
 
To date, 8 journal publications and 1 book chapter have been produced based in whole, or 
in part, by funding provided through this project.  The bibliography of these publications 
is listed below.  This project has provided the seed for additional research funding and 
projects through the U.S. Navy, Center for Disease Control and National Cancer Institute 
that will continue to amplify the results obtained through the NEER program.  
 
Journal Publications 
J. F. Winslow, D.E. Hyer, R.F. Fisher, C.J. Tien, D.E. Hintenlang, Construction of 
anthropomorphic phantoms for use in dosimetry studies, Journal of Applied Clinical 
Medical Physics, Accepted for publication 2/2009. 
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D E. Hyer, R.F. Fisher, and D.E. Hintenlang,  Characterization of a water-equivalent 
fiber optic coupled dosimeter for use in diagnostic radiology,  Medical Physics, 
Submitted, 2008.   
 
A.K. Jones, A. Huston, P. Falkenstein, and D.E. Hintenlang, Potential Clinical Utility of 
a Fibre Optic-Coupled Dosemeter (FOCD) for Dose Measurements in Diagnostic 
Radiology, Radiation Protection Dosimetry, Accepted, 2008.  
 
R.F. Fisher and D.E. Hintenlang,  Micro-CT Imaging of MEMS Components, Journal of 
Non-destructive Evaluation, 11 pp, October 2008.  
 
J.F. Winslow and D.E. Hintenlang, Comment on “Optimization of slice sensitivity profile for 
radiographic tomosynthesis”, Med. Phys.  35, 7, 3393-3396, 2008..  
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Conclusions:   
 
This project researched, developed and fabricated a prototype dosimetry system that 
provides measurements of multiple organs within an anthropomorphic phantom 
accurately representing reference man geometry.   The system included the development 
of a real-time readout system for fiber optic coupled (FOC) dosimeters that is integrated 
with a state-of-the-art anthropomorphic phantom to provide instantaneous measures of 
organ doses throughout the phantom.  The small size of the FOC detectors and optical 
fibers allow the sensitive volume of the detector to be located at organ centroids (or 
multiple locations distributed through the organ) within a tissue equivalent, 
anthropomorphic phantom without perturbing the tissue equivalent features of the 
phantom. A series of novel fiber optic coupled dosimeter elements were developed which 
may be used in a wide variety of dosimetry applications.  An array of these FOC 
elements may be simultaneously read and processed via a laptop PC.  The dose to each 
dosimeter comprising the array may be read in real-time, with a resolution as short as 10 
msec per point, to provide time resolved data when source intensity changes with time, or 
integrated over long times to provide an integrated dose measurement.  The array can 
readily be expanded to a greater number of FOC dosimeter elements by adding 
photomultiplier modules.   The developed phantom/dosimetry system can be used in any 
environment where personnel may be exposed to gamma or x-ray radiations to provide 
the most accurate determinations of organ and effective doses possible to date.
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Budget Data: 
 
 Approved Spending Plan Actual Spent to Date 
Phase/Budget Period DOE 

Amount 
Cost 
Share 

Total DOE 
Amount 

Cost 
Share 

Total 

 From To       
Year 1 7/1/05 6/30/06 $94,570  $94,570 $94,570  $94,570 
Year 2 7/1//06 6/30/07 $95,060  $95,060 $95,060  $95,060 
Year 3 7/1//07 6/30/08 $98,137  $98,137 $98,137  $98,137 

Totals $ 287,767  $ 287,767 $287,767  $287,767 
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